
 

 

 

Elite Security Services Introduces Their New & Improved Motion Detection Device 

for the Pet Lovers  

 

The home security systems from Elite Security Services will now have pet friendly 

motion detection equipment for the animal lovers. The recently launched component of 

the security packages of the company will restrict the system from sounding false alarms 

every time the pets move around the sensors.    

 

Elite Security Services has just a made a significant enhancement to their impressive 

range of home security systems available in Canada and the United States. A highly 

advanced motion detector device will now be a part of all the security packages provided 

by them. Pets have always been a problem for the optimum functioning of a traditional 

motion detection system because of repeated false alarms triggered by the pets present in 

the households. Pet immune motion detectors are one of the latest inventions in the home 

security industry, and it can distinguish between human movements and that of the pets.    

 

Most of the modern home security systems offer these advanced gadgets with their 

packages now. These devices use the latest dual lens technology, and can work efficiently 

for pets within a certain weight limit. Announcing the launch of this excellent addition, 

the owner of Elite Security Services Mr. Paul Shakuri said, “This device is specifically 

designed for the households which have pets. It is designed to work perfectly for pets 

weighing less than 80 pounds”.  Most of the households in the United States and Canada 

have pets these days. The addition of this new equipment will certainly help Elite 

Security Services to emerge as a stronger force in the industry. The systems from the 

company already consist of the latest security devices like digital keypad, loud alarm 

siren, sensors, keychain control tool, etc. 

 

Elite Security Services has continuously made enhancements to their home security 

systems since they started offering their low cost domestic security service. The 

requirement of a proper domestic security system has increased dramatically over the 

years. Elite Security Services is committed to provide uninterrupted protection to the life 

and property of the homeowners throughout the United States and Canada. The company 

sources have disclosed that they have aggressive expansion plans for the year 2012.  

 

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly expanding home security 

company operating in every part of Canada and America. They are also an active affiliate 

of Protect Your Home.  
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Contact 

Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-599-452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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